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32 33

TREND RUSTICO

Entrance doors are your visitors’ first contact with your home 
and people often say they are a mirror of your home. All Inles 
entrance doors are produced and designed with exceptional 
attention to detail. They will keep your home warm and 
protect you from unwanted visitors.

HTR 107

Wood and color

Farbe Alu
Glass 
Handle
Opening

 
knotty oak, RE 200
on both sides horizontal veneer
Ral 9005 FS
orn. Satinato white
P2/7 - black
fingerprint

HTR 106B / HSTT 400 

Wood and color

Handle

 
knotty oak, RE 22
on both sides vertical veneer
316 872 - black

Wood - door model Wood- door model

2Ud (Wm /K)2Ud (Wm /K) 68/95   68/95    

0,84*0,84* HH

68/95 68/95

Aluminum cladding on the outside of the frame

Wood doors 68/95

DOORS
WINDOWS

We reserve the right to technical modifications or possible errors in the text and printing.
A difference between the displayed colors in the brochure and actual colors of products can arise during printing.
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Wood doors 68/95   TREND RUSTICO

HTR 102A HTR 105

Wood and color

Glass
Handle

Wood and color

Application
Handle
Opening

 
knotty oak, RE 22,
on both sides horizontal veneer
orn. Satinato white
314 586

 
knotty oak, RE 200,
on both sides horizontal veneer

 -RAL 9017enamel glass 
316 848 - black
fingerprint

HTR 106A

Wood and color

Handle
Opening

Wood and color

Glass 
Handle

 
knotty oak, RE 200,
on both sides horizontal veneer
Ral 7037
P 3214
fingerprint

 
knotty oak, RE 200,
on both sides horizontal veneer
orn. Satinato white
P 3217

HTR 103

Wood and color

Glass motiv

Handle

 
knotty oak, RE 22, on both 
sides horizontal veneer
Satinato white and 
enamel glass -RAL 9017
P 3217

HTR 103A

2Ud (Wm /K)2Ud (Wm /K) 2Ud (Wm /K)2Ud (Wm /K) 68/95    68/95    68/95    68/95    

0,84*0,86 0,860,85 (Ug 0,5) (Ug 0,5)(Ug 0,5) HH HH

2Ud (Wm /K)68/95    

0,84*H

68/9568/95

68/95

68/9568/95

DOORS
WINDOWS

Legend and explanation:
Ud value is valid for door size 1100 x 2100 mm, for soft wood (spruce fir, pine, larch), for glass with TGI spacer / * means model without glass.

We reserve the right to technical modifications or possible errors in the text and printing.
A difference between the displayed colors in the brochure and actual colors of products can arise during printing.
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Legend and explanation:
Ud value is valid for door size 1100 x 2100 mm, for soft wood (spruce fir, pine, larch), for glass with TGI spacer / * means model without glass.

We reserve the right to technical modifications or possible errors in the text and printing.
A difference between the displayed colors in the brochure and actual colors of products can arise during printing.
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   tel.: +386 1 8377 100

e-mail: info@inles.si
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